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Welcome back to this half term where we have many events planned and we as a school focus on #WeAREimproving
by being aspirational, completing work of all types to the very best of our ability. Respectful, by being kind to others
particularly in how we communicate with others and call each other. Engaging, in being on time to all lessons.
Unfortunately, due to the large increase in COVID-19 cases across the county leading up to half term we are
following Norfolk County Council and The Yare Trust and have had to move online or keep online our events in
November (with our successful Open Evening we were planning to move Year 9 options to in person). We are
currently reviewing case numbers and how we can run our December events safely in person.
We really need to keep testing as a community to help identify the COVID-19 virus to help reduce the risk of
outbreaks. Please continue to support us with this by testing twice a week.

Keep on Testing

Thank you for continuing to test
twice-weekly at home. This is a key part of reducing
transmission of COVID-19 in our school and reducing
case rates across our community.
Please follow the links below on how to test correctly.
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/covid-19-self-test-help
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S9XR8RZxKNo
We recommend these are completed on

Sunday and

Wednesday.
REPORT your test result (positive, negative, or void) every

Thermometer
Showing Reported
Test Results Weekly
Total number of
students
1951

time you do a coronavirus (COVID-19) rapid lateral flow test
at home or at work via this LINK. Last week 633 test results
were reported from our school, can we increase the number
of tests carried out next week? Can we reach over a 1000 tests
carried out across the school?
You need to report your result within 24 hours of getting it.

Reporting your result, even if it is negative or void, helps scientists
track the spread of COVID-19 and spot new outbreaks faster.
If you feel unwell or you attend a large event for example a wedding, a
concert or a football match, we recommend you test every day for the following seven days. This proactive action will
help reduce the spread of COVID-19 into the school community and it is detected before you leave home.
If you are running out of test kits, please collect from your Year Group BEST or Sixth Form BEST.
A twice weekly text reminder will be sent out.

633
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Friday 5 November 2021 is
Bonfire Night
Fireworks can be fun but they can also be
dangerous. Here are a few interesting facts and
some safety advice.
Did you know:
•
Fireworks can travel at speeds up to 150
mph, the cruising speed of some biplanes
•
It is illegal to sell fireworks to under 18's
•
If three sparklers burn together, they will
do so at the same heat of a blow torch used for joining metal
•
Until 1959, it was illegal not to celebrate bonfire night in the UK
•
Bonfire night was originally called "Bone Fire"
•
Throwing a firework is a criminal offence and you can be fined up
to £5,000 for doing so.
Whilst many people love bonfire night and the excitement of the
fireworks, whether at home or at an organised event, it is worth
remembering not everyone does and pets in particular can be very
distressed by all the noise it brings. Please remember to keep your pets
locked safely indoors and follow the health and safety rules to ensure
you have a safe and fun filled evening.
Only adults should deal with setting up firework displays, the lighting of
fireworks and the safe disposal of fireworks once they have been used
(and remember, alcohol and fireworks do not mix!).
Children and young people should be supervised and watch and enjoy
fireworks at a safe distance. Follow these top 10 tips for a safer
fireworks party:
•
Plan your firework display to make it safe and enjoyable and
check the time you can legally set off fireworks
•
Only buy fireworks which carry the CE mark, keep them in a
closed box and use them one at a time
•
Read and follow the instructions on each firework using a torch if
necessary
•
Light the firework at arm's length with a taper and stand well
back
•
Keep naked flames, including cigarettes, away from fireworks
•
Never return to a firework once it has been lit
•
Do not put fireworks in pockets and never throw them
•
Direct any rocket fireworks well away from spectators
•
Never use paraffin or petrol on a bonfire
•
Make sure that the fire is out and surroundings are made safe
before leaving.
https://www.capt.org.uk/firework-safety

We ARE Thorpe, and we ARE improving!
Over 120 000 ARE+ have been awarded
since our return (this is a 40% increase
on this time last year). This is an amazing achievement.
Well done everyone! However, we believe our fantastic
students can do better! Therefore, this week we have
challenged our students to “improve” by completing
work to the best of their ability, being kind and
considerate and by being punctual.
If you can
encourage your child to show their aspiration, respect
and engagement by doing these three things that would
be very helpful.
We reflected on the words of Aldous Huxley, who said
“There is only one corner of the universe you can be
certain of improving, and that's your own self.” This
reminds us that we are responsible for our actions and
we, alone, can determine how well we will do. We
want all our students to concentrate on ‘getting better’
every day at school.
Mr Lambert
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#AskTheAwkward

Operations Administration
Assistant – Sixth Form
This is a very exciting opportunity for both you and the school
and is an important role within our extensive Associate Staff
team. If appointed, you will have the benefit of this team in support of your work.
Your professional development and advancement will be a key feature of what
we can offer you.
Your application should be made using the Application Form. Please make clear in
your statement how your current skills and experience will help you in this role.

aims to help parents
and
carers
have
regular conversations
with their children
about
online
relationships and more.
The resource
includes three short films created in a social
experiment style, with real parents and their
children to capture their reactions to a range
of questions. Please follow this LINK to view
their website.

Thank you again for your interest in this post. We look forward to your response
which will need to arrive, by post or email (HR-tsa@yare-edu.org.uk), no later
than 9.00 am on Monday 8 November 2021.
Please click on this LINK for details of all school vacancies.

Excellence for All - Chromebooks for All
In today’s world, it is necessary to use technology, especially having come through lockdowns with
students working at home and particularly when it comes to education in our classrooms. Our
Students’ embraced online learning during the pandemic and using computers has become an
integral part of each student’s life. As a school, our Governors have approved the go ahead for an
exciting scheme that will equip all of our students with the tool that they need both in the
classroom and at home throughout this Academic Year for Years 7, 8, 9, 10 and 12. After Christmas,
all of our Year 8 students will receive their own, personal Chromebook (a Google version of a
laptop) that they will use both in class and take home everyday to use at home. We have recently
upgraded our school Wi-Fi and network to cope with the extra number of machines that will connect to it. Chromebooks also
easily connect to a home Wi-Fi network using your own password. Students in Year 8 will find out more information in form time
in the coming weeks. We aspire to provide students with the tools needed to be successful and students will need to respect
their device as it should last them throughout their schooling at TSAS. We hope that parents can engage with the scheme in
order to support their children throughout their school life. The cost of the Chromebooks is covered by the school and we will
ask that parents contribute to a maintenance agreement to ensure that if for any reason the Chromebooks need repair due to
malfunction, then we have the means to make a speedy repair or replacement. We will contact parents of individual Year Groups
with more detailed information as we roll out the scheme to every child in our school throughout the Academic Year.
This week we joined in with UK Parliament week.
Our Politics students in Year 12 created a special
assembly for the school. All Year Councils met,
with a view of deciding who their delegates for
the Senate will be. We also held an online referendum, inspired by
COP26, on single use plastics. Our local MP, Chloe Smith, also visited to
meet some students and answer their questions.
https://www.ukparliamentweek.org/en/

Happy Diwali
We would like to wish a happy
Diwali, to all members of our
community and hope that you
have a Diwali that brings
happiness, prosperity and joy to you and all your
family.
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A Sneak Peek of our Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory Production
Rehearsals for our production of
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
are in full swing. This week we
carried on working on Scene 9
where Veruca Salt finally gets her
comeuppance at the hands (or
should that be paws?) of some
particularly inquisitive squirrels.
Our set and technical teams (led by
students and teachers) have been
meeting the past few weeks to
start working on bringing the magic
of Wonka's factory to life. Our aim
for every production is to involve as
many students as possible. We know that not everyone wants
to be the star, but being involved in a production (in any
capacity) will make memories that last a lifetime.

“Just a quick email to say thank you for putting on the Open
Evening - and to say that some of the kids in particular were
excellent. We attended between 4.30 pm and 6.00 pm. The girls
in the English classroom were really engaging with the visiting
Year 6 children, my daughter really enjoyed the dance studio,
and a young chap guiding people through the building near
English and History was super helpful. And Evie in the chemistry
lab was superb - she was almost running a little chemistry lesson
all by herself - talking to the kids about safety, showing how
interesting the experiment was, explaining what was going on
and making sure nobody accidentally wandered off with any
equipment! Thanks very much!”

Catering Message -

After School Clubs -

Our sports teams are continuing
the fine Thorpe tradition and results are rolling in thick and
fast. For up to date news of our successes, follow the PE
Department’s Twitter account @Thorpe_PE. The school
buildings remain busy after 3.05 pm, with Drama rehearsals,
Choir practices and a wide range of subject based activities
taking place. It is thrilling to see how many students want to
stay on and enrich their school experience!
If for some reason a club has to be cancelled with less than 24
hours notice, parents will be informed via a text
message. Students will be informed via our information
system during the last lesson of the day, but if for some
reason they are not aware the club is cancelled, they need to
go to their Year School Office or South Site Reception and we
will contact home.

Big Maths Wednesday -

Our after school Maths
intervention initiative starts for all students in Years 11-13 on
Wednesday 10 November 2021 from 3.15
pm - 4.15 pm within the Maths
department. Students can revise and
benefit from support on key questions and
topics in the lead up to their PPEs and final
examinations. BMW will run on the majority of Wednesday
evenings up to the exams and students should contact their
Maths teacher for more information.
Other subject-specific after school activities include a Year 11
Media Coursework intervention group and a Year 11 Business
catch-up group, both meeting on Thursdays, and German and
French GCSE Support groups meeting on Mondays.

The school has experienced some significant technical issues with the cashless catering arrangement.
This has resulted in some cases where the catering staff are having to manually deduct monies from student accounts after lunch
service. Unfortunately, this process takes a long time and there may be a delay in the deduction of monies from the account.
Therefore, it is possible that, at moment, you may see money in your child’s account which may, technically, already have been
spent. If it is possible, we would ask you to monitor this closely so that your child has a sufficient balance in their account. We
are working to resolve these issues and hope to have it rectified as soon as possible.
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Year 13 Work Experience September 2022
From next week, discussions will be
taking place in Year 12 PD sessions
about Year 13 Work Experience planned
for Monday 5 to Friday 9 September
2022. This coming Tuesday, students
and
parents/carers
will
receive
information about this learning opportunity and on Thursday
18 November 2021, 7.00 pm to 8.00 pm, we will be hosting a
live, online Q&A session should parents/carers have questions
arising from the information that will have been sent to them.
Details of the Zoom meeting will be included in the
information sent out on Tuesday.

Attendance Matters -

At the end of each Half Term, we
celebrate good attendance by recognising the Forms in each Year
with the best average attendance. We announce the Attendance
Champions during Form Time in the last week of the Half Term and
the Heads of Year bring a small treat for the students to enjoy as
they celebrate their achievement.
Year 7 7NTKS5 98.79%
Year 8 8NAXA5 95.53%
Year 9 9NPXC3 92.6%
Year 10 10AMJ4 92.55%
Year 11 11JXS7 93.04%
With all the Autumn colds going around, this is a brilliant
achievement!

Mental Health and Wellbeing Top Tips
Top Tips to support children and young people
Be there to listen. Regularly ask how they are doing so they get used to talking about their feelings and
know there is always someone to listen to if they need to. Find out how to create a space where they will
open up. How to start a conversation with your child
Support them through difficulties Pay attention to their emotions and behaviour and try to help them work
through difficulties. It is not always easy when faced with challenging behaviour, but try and help them
understand what they are feeling and why. Help with difficult behaviour and emotions
Stay involved in their life Show interest in their life and the things that are important to them. It not only helps
them value who they are but also makes it easier for you to spot problems and support them.
Encourage their interests Being active or creative, learning new things and being a part of a team helps connect us with others and
are important ways we can all help our mental health. Support and encourage them to explore their interests, whatever they are.
Take what they say seriously Listening to and valuing what they say, without judging their feelings, in turn makes them feel valued.
Consider how to help them process and work through their emotions in a more constructive way.
Build positive routines We know it still may not be easy but try to reintroduce structure around regular routines, healthy eating and
exercise. A good night's sleep is also really important - try to get them back into routines that fit with school or college.
Sleep tips for children

Tuesday 9 November 2021 - Year 9 Preference Event
Tuesday 30 November 2021 - Year 12 Politics
Debating Competition - 3.15 pm to 5.15 pm
Monday 6 December 2021 - Annual School Carol Service
Please follow this LINK to view the School Calendar

